
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING  PORTA-THERMAL   VACCINE CARRY BAGS 

To achieve the best results from your Porta Thermal bag, please follow the instructions below 

Frozen Coolant 

Should you have a freezer and wish to freeze the coolant of course you can do so, but you must 

protect the vaccines from being in contact with the frozen coolant and ensure the vaccines don’t get 

too cold. The thermal separators can be used as a barrier between any frozen coolant and the 

vaccines, we advise you to  wait until the air temperature of the bag has risen to a minimum of 2C 

before vaccines are loaded as a secondary measure to ensure the vaccine temperatures don’t get 

too low. 

Using chilled coolant only 

Since many teams don’t have freezers available for pre-conditioning, and also frozen coolant risks 

bringing vaccines temperatures too low, we have undertaken our testing with chilled coolant only 

and written this guide accordingly. 

Precondition coolant 

The coolant should be wiped clean before it is placed in the fridge. The longer you precondition your 

coolant, the better. Use a calibrated fridge to pre-condition your coolant, between 2-8C, but ideally 

as close to 2C as possible and for 24 hours to ensure the longest cold chain times are achieved. 

Loading the base layer coolant 

Remove preconditioned coolant from the fridge and for the following bags load as follows: 

30 Litre – Load each large block into the 4 mesh pockets around the sides of the cool bag. 

Load 4 gels at the base of the bag in a single layer 

20 litre – Load each large block into the 4 mesh pockets around the sides of the cool bag. 

Load 4 gels at the base of the bag in a single layer 

10 Litre – Load each small block around the sides of the cool bag. Load 4 gels at the base of 

the bag in a single layer 

3 Litre – Load the 5 gel 

Vaccines in packaging- Loading the vaccines  

Always load vaccines in their packaging, especially if you chose to freeze coolant as this provides an 

additional barrier of protection for the vaccines getting too cold. The packaging also provides 

additional structure to the collapsible bag. 

Layering of vaccines 

Layer the vaccines and the thermal separators, depending on the size of the bag and the number of  

thermal separators included.  

 



Top layer 

Place the final layer of gels at the at the top of the vaccines, but beneath the final pillow and where 

relevant, beneath the inner clear zipped lid. 

Opening and Closing the bag & Time in Cold Chain 

The bag will hold between 2º and 8ºC for the number of hours stated in description of the model. 

There are many variables which can impact the length of the cold chain achieved in real life. 

It should be noted the temperature at the top of the bag always rises faster than at the base. 

Zips for inner lid 

For many bags we have an inner clear lid with zips on either side. We advise you connect up the first 

2 cm of the zips for the inner lid before starting to pack. It is easier to do this before loading the 

bagthan at the end. 

Cleaning the bag & storage 

The bags are all designed to be wipe clean. Use a simple mix of hot soapy water. The bags can be 

collapsed and stored in their original packaging to reduce storage space required. 


